
The DUBEX MODEL8
The top model in 3-point hitched spraying machines from
Dubex is the Model 8. A compact machine with an empty
weight of 810 kg and a tank capacity of max 1100 l Standard
equipped with the super-balance boom suspension and solid
spraying booms which are compactly folded alongside the
machine. A professional machine perfectly suited for bigger
areas

Typical Dubex reliability
To efficient work on bigger areas the Model 8 is equipped
with 15, 18, 21 or 24 meter spraying booms. These are
hydraulically operated  and foldable alongside the machine.
Standard equipped with the super balance system, hydraulic
balance correction, automatic fold-back and yaw control.
Useful options which, because of the big working width,
considerable endure the lifetime of the Model 8.

Compact stability
The Model 8 - like all other Dubex sprayers - has the
disposal of a light and strong polyethylene tank.
Exceptional easy in use: because of the smooth inside
and standard tank cleaner, tank cleaning is very easy.
The main tank is, together with the clean water tank,
compactly fitted into a solid frame. An extreme stable
unit.

Performance to count on
Model 8 offers you a manual operated valve block with
5 or 7 sections and a robust piston membrane pump of
210 l/min. Bigger capacities, up to 300 l/min, are
available. Also electro hydraulic operation of the
spraying booms and individual operation of the outer
sections come as an option. The model 8 combines the
performance of a trailed sprayer with a 3-point hitch
frame.

Empty weight: 900 kg
Length: 3,68 m
Width: 2,82 m
Height: 2,65 m

Tank nominal volume:
700, 900 or 1100 liter
Tank actual volume:
770, 990 or 1190 liter

Working width:
15, 18, 21 or 24 meter
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Dubex 3-point hitch sprayers Model
8

Tank 700 l (=770 l) X
Tank 900 l (=990 l) 0
Tank 1100 l (=1190 l) 0
Working width:

18 m
0

21 m
0

24 m
0

27 m
0

Clean water tank 80 l
0

Hydraulic operated booms X
Automatic fold-back X
Yaw control X
Hydraulic boom lift X
Super balance boom suspension X
Hydraulic balance correction X
Electrical balance correction 0
Outer sections left and right individual 0
Hydraulic valve block 0
Electro-hydraulic operation 0
Manual operated pressure unit X
Manometer analogue X
Electr. Pressure unit with section valves 0
Manometer digital 0
Number of sections 5 or 7      1

In-line pressure filter 100 mesh X
Computer SprayDos 0
Stainless steel spray-line X
Single nozzle bodies 0
Quadruple nozzle bodies 0
Spraying gun + 5 meter hose X
Pump 210 l/min X
Pump 260 l/min 0

PTO X
Suction hose 6 meter incl. float & strainer X
Tank level indicator X
Tank cleaner in the tank 1
Can cleaning system X
Drain valve X
Road lighting and reflectors

 x= standard o= option

X

15 m

X

Strong at crop protection

Pump 300 l/min 0
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